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Congratulations!
The fact that you are reading these lines proofs that you are actively
looking for inspiration and teaching material that can help you (or your
church / study group / class) to grow in knowledge and experience of
Christ – and in ability to serve within the fellowship of believers.
That is a very important step!
We trust that you will find useful contributions in these 4 series. On the
following pages we will help you to assess your need and which materials are most relevant for you.

Who need to study? (The quick test for busy pastors)
Tick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Yes No My church is blameless and holy, mature and spirit filled.
I have personally studied the scripture so intensively that I
Yes No
have exhausted all important themes
Yes

No I have taught my church (group / class) all they need to grow.

Yes

No The next generation in my church is fully prepared to take
over responsibility in leadership, doctrine and anointing.

In case you ticked the all the ‘yes’-boxes above, there is no need for you
to continue reading this book. – Then you and your church are fully
equipped and should be busy teaching others.
In case you ticked ‘no’ on any of the above questions, we welcome you
for a further study. – And in case you wish so, maybe we could enter into
a partnership with you in the work.

The books
This new teaching-layout provides
systematic and inspiring training,
covering all the subjects a churchworker or pastor needs to master.
The layout has 4 categories:

1: Knowing the Bible
(purple covers)
2: Theology & Ministry (Yellow covers)
3: Working with People (Green covers)
4: Personal Tools (Blue covers)
These four fit together, like a puzzle.

Common Qualities for all the books:
The books are systematic, easy-to-read, colour full, and with lots of illustrations & practical examples.
You will find many easy study assignments, plus a selection of ad3

vanced study suggestions.
For teachers also PowerPoint presentations, exams and DVD’s are available to increase the dynamics and quality of teaching.
The 40 books should not bee seen as a set curriculum. – It certainly can
be used that way, - but the intension is far
more that you as a pastor or training provider
Pastors & Teachers:
take some important steps:

4 steps towards good planning
1.
2.
3.
4.

We have a special
heart for you!
Let’s teach in
Partnership:

Analyse the need
Survey the available material
Select material for subjects that need further teaching
Make the plan for how to offer this teaching.

Below you will find tools you can use for each of these steps.

Why are there four series?
We have tried to separate 4 different ‘steams’ of knowledge: Bible insight, Theology/ministry insight, Insight in how to work with People and
useful tools for Personal growth and management.
In our daily ministry of course will need to use these four streams combined, but keeping them separate during the study-process makes it more
clear what is the word of the Bible itself, (the word that never changes), how we base our ministry and practices on the Bible, (this may change
according to our insight), - how we function effectively in different types
of leadership, (this also includes general knowledge from secular
sources), - and how we grow our personal character and integrity, (anything from moral and spiritual gifting to using computer programmes as
a tool for writing, internet-communication, handling money etc.).
The separation also makes it possible for various denominations to use
the material without compromising their own church’s theological viewpoints and values.

How is each series put together?
Series 1: As an example the Bible-Series is put together this way:
Booklet 1: A handbook with background knowledge useful for any
Bibles study: Maps, buildings, Feasts, Key-Characters, Measurements, etc.
Booklet 2: A handbook with a 1-page summary of each book in the
Bible: Time, author, themes, location.
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Booklet 3: 1st subdivision of OT: The Law (Pentateuch / Torah)
Booklet 4: 2nd subdivision of OT: The Historical Books:
Booklet 5: 3rd subdivision of OT: The Poetic Books:
Booklet 6: 4th subdivision of OT: The Prophetic Books:
Booklet 7: 1st subdivision of NT: The Gospels
Booklet 8: 2nd subdivision of NT: Acts:
Booklet 9: 3rd subdivision of NT: The Letters:
Booklet 10: 4th subdivision of NT: The revelation:
The other 3 series are organised in a similar way:
Series 2: How to experience God. Systematic Theology. Salvation / Justification / Sanctification. Spiritual Gifts.
Church History. 8 quality factors in a
Church. Ministry Examples. Etc.
Series 4: Exploring your gifting. Ethics in the personal life and in Christian
work. Basic Bible study techniques.
Working with Word, Excel, E-mail etc
Even hints on how to do maintenance.

Series 3: What makes the
church relevant to our
community? Vision &
Leader Team. Planning for
Church growth. Emotion &
Mind. Teaching & Learning. How to prepare
preaching (Homiletics).
How to adjust teaching to a
certain age group or background. Counselling principles, etc.

How flexible can a teaching plan be made?
There is no limit to how flexible the material can be used. The real challenge is to make the selection according to need. (see p. 31)

Step 1:

How can you evaluate the need?

Below you will find a table to analyse the need and link it to a certain
book-title. The left column (1.01 etc) refers to specific books that you
can read more about in the catalogue-section. The middle column provides some of the important teaching-keywords, and the 3 right columns
(in 3 colours) is where you indicate the need.
Quick Survey: For each subject tick one of the 3 columns on the right. –
This will give you an indication which books will be right for you.
Green means ‘Fully Taught/learned’ – (I am sure this is no longer a need)
Yellow means ‘Needs deepening’ – (it is taught, but there is still a need)
Red means ‘Not taught directly’ – (there is definitely still a need here)
Using the Survey in detail: In addition to the above step, highlight or
circle the keywords in the subject-column describing subjects you have
already taught (or learned) carefully. - This will give you an indication
whether you need whole books or just to follow up on single items.
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1.02
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.04
1.05
1.05
1.06
1.06
1.07
1.07
1.08
1.08
6

Basic knowledge of events from creation to Abraham
Basic knowledge of events from Jacob to Moses
Basic knowledge of events from Joshua to Samson
Basic knowledge of events from Samuel to Elijah
Basic knowledge of events from Elisha to Nehemiah
Basic knowledge of how Jesus taught and healed
Basic knowledge of how Jesus came to save
Basic knowledge of events from Pentecost to the end af Acts
General insight in how the Bible is structured, + translations,
Biblical Geography, Jewish costumes, building style, temples,
Insight in the authorship, time, message and chronology of all
the books in Old Testament
Insight in the authorship, time, message and chronology of all
the books in New Testament
Genesis: The first 2000 years of human life: Creation, The
Flood, Tower of Babel, Abraham and the other patriarchs.
Exodus: The liberation from Egypt, the Law, the offerings,
study ideas for Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy.
The transition from Moses to Joshua, the conquest of the land,
the Judges (Deborah, Gideon, Samson, Samuel etc.)
The first kings (Saul, David, Solomon) – The division of the
Kingdom, The prophets and the evil kings…
Insight in the structure and contents of the book of Psalms
Insight in the structure and message of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs
General knowledge about the OT-prophets and their message.
Insight in where they lived and who spoke at the same time.
Why are there four Gospels? The synoptic problem. Matthew
in details. The life of Jesus. Disciples, healings, prophecies,
Sermon on the Mount
How to work with texts from Mark, Luke and John: Seeing the
Gospel from a different perspective.
Acts: The coming of the Holy Spirit, Birth of the Church, How
the Gospel came further than Jerusalem, Peter’s ministry.
The conversion of Paul, Discussions about the gentiles right to

Not taught

Needs deepening

Fully taught

In Book No.
D-1
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-5
D-6
D-7
D-8
1.01
1.01
1.02

1.10

hear the Gospel. The apostle meeting in Jerusalem. Paul’s missionary journeys, Paul’s defence before kings etc.
How the letters are organised, and main topics of Corinthians,
Thessalonians, Philippians, Galatians, Ephesians, and Romans.
When the letters were written, and the topics of Titus, Timothy, Hebrew, John, Peter and James
The contents of the message to the 7 churches and the starting
and ending theme of the book.
Themes of the vision of the 7 seals, 7 trumpets and 7 Bowls

2.01
2.01
2.02
2.02
2.03
2.03
2.04
2.04
2.05
2.05
2.06
2.06
2.07
2.07
2.08
2.08
2.09
2.09
2.10
2.10
2.11
2.11

How we understand and experience God in a triune way
The Wisdom, Passion and Power of God
Systematic Theology subjects: Sin / salvation / grace
Justification / Sanctification /Laying on of hands + many more
End-time: Seen as a Road map to Eternity: 8 ways to enter
The themes: Rapture, Tribulation, Millennium, Judgment, …
The scriptural basis for many Spiritual Gifts / their character
How spiritual gifts apply to various ministries.
The message and structure of the early church
Different church models today and their biblical basis
Church practises: What is a Bible fact? What is our tradition?
Communion, Baptism, Wedding, Funeral, Ordination, etc.
The 5 fold ministry: Apostles, Prophets, Teachers, Shepherds
Evangelist and other vital ministries in the church today
Church History: Early Church, Church councils 200-400AD
Church through middle age, reformation and modern history
How can you separate false doctrine from true doctrine?
Some significant sects and cults in South Africa today
The difference between praying hard and spiritual warfare
Ways to identify and deal with demonic activity
Why Mission is the first priority of the church
Cross culture skills, identifying target groups, ‘hidden people’

3.01
3.01
3.02
3.02
3.03
3.03
3.04
3.04

What makes the church relevant to your community
What about AIDS, poverty, crime… and your church?
The way Vision & and values reflects on a Leader Team
How to build a church on clear vision and purpose
Ministry Teams based on Spiritual gifts
How the 5-fold ministry applies to local church and to growth
Dynamics of a leadership team, the role of a mentor.
Significant biblical leaders: what made them effective?

1.09
1.09
1.10
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3.05
3.05
3.06
3.06
3.07
3.07
3.08
3.08
3.09
3.09
3.10
3.10
3.11
3.11

Understand hermeneutics: the art of interpreting the scriptures.
Classic methods within interpretations (exegesis)
How to prepare preaching (Homiletics)
the steps to a functional sermon – including use of illustrations
Motivation for working with children and youth
How to teach children according to age / understanding
Counselling principles / Ability to counsel
Shepherding the local church: who, when and how
Principles for Short Term Mission in a different culture
How to apply the principles in a specific community
How to set up study groups and Bible Classes.
Master the steps of preparing a teaching session (T.A.-books)
Understanding the mechanism of man’s mind and emotion
Brief history of Psychology and methods we might need.

4.01
4.01
4.02
4.02
4.03
4.03
4.04
4.04
4.05
4.05
4.06
4.06
4.07
4.07
4.08
4.08
4.09
4.10

How you know that you own the new life in Christ
How to live as a Christian; prayer, Bible, Church, Evangelism
The process of personal spiritual Growth
How to set personal goals and how to keep up with them
Personal evangelism – why is it a must for you?
Some effective and easy evangelistic tools, how to use them.
Exploring my own spiritual gifting. Assessment of gifts.
Exploration form and practical advise for applying
How to improve your own study methods / observation.
Observation, understanding & application in your own life
How to operate a computer; switch on /off, open & save files
How to write text documents in MS Word + advanced text.
How to give an account for money and Church data (Excel)
How to connect to the internet, email, Google Earth etc.
How to use PowerPoint for presentations and teaching
How to work with pictures and Publisher & PaintShop
Maintaining Church Property: Simple practical manual
What is Ethics in personal life and in Church work?

Step 2:

Familiarise yourself with the material

Presentation of the individual Books
On the following 20 pages you will find a short presentation of each
book. You will find a brief summary, page examples, an indication of in
which languages it is available etc.
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Series D: Discover the Bible (text+pictures+sound)
All the books in this ‘lite-series’ are bi-lingual (English + Zulu) based
on ‘Look Listen and Live’. - Mp3 sound files in Zulu are available.

Discover 1: Beginning with God
Discover 2: Victory Thourgh God
Discover 3: Victory through God
Discover 4: Servants of God
Discover 5: On trial for God
Discover 6: Jesus, Teacher & Healer
Discover 7: Jesus, Lord & Saviour
Discover 8: Acts of the Holy Spirit

Additional information and work assignments in English for group work.
These books are on entry level, and make you acquainted with all the
stories of the Bible right from creation to the life of the early church.
The books can also be used to train reading skills in Zulu and English.
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Series 1: Know the Bible
1.01
Series
Know the Bible

The World of the Bible
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 220

Contents: Background knowledge about the Bible, its
structure, its chronology, its cultures and key characters.
- You will find a number of practical facts, important
maps, description of the Jewish year and a number of
useful tables
Outcome: Personal ability to study the Bible, ability to
use 10 selected study tools, insight in Jewish tradition
and culture, understanding of chronology measures and
weight. Knowledge of 60 Biblical Characters.

1.02
Series
Know the Bible

Lenghts
Cubit: 45 cm
Span: 23 cm
Palm: 8 cm
Finger: 2 cm

33
2006 © Peter Stochholm - TeamAfrica

All Africa Bible College

INDEX

Fx. clear illustration of
Jewish measurements.

All the books of the Bible
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 220

Contents: In this booklet you will find a short introduction to each book of the Bible
It will give you the basic information about the author,
when the book was written, its message etc
Outcome: This book is meant to be a reference book.
But used together with systematic Bible reading it will
expand you understanding of each book as well as the
Bible as a whole. – It puts everything ‘on the map’.
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Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 40 pages,
36 colour illustrations.
Example pages (left) p.9
combines modern names
with OT events. First
2000 years were in Iraq.
P.15 gives an impression
of what Jerusalem looked
like at the time of Jesus.
PowerPoint: 50 slides

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: Textbook 64
pages, 26 colour illustrations
Example pages (left) P 8:
survey tool as used for
each book.
P. 41: Introduction to New
Testament, and its historical books: the Gospels
and Acts.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

1.03
Series
Know the Bible

Creation and Covenants
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 221

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: 36 pages,
36 colour illustrations.
Example pages (left) Page
6: Where did man live just
after creation?
Page 35 Who were the
spies that went into Canaan?
PowerPoint: 50 slides

Contents: A walk through all the key events of Genesis
and Exodus: the Creation the Flood, the covenant between God and Abraham, the captivity in Egypt, the liberation, the 40 years in the dessert and the giving of the
law.. There will be just a few theological introductions.
Outcome: Knowledge about the events in the first 5
books of the Bible, knowledge about the Jewish Law and
rituals. Understanding of the 3 first Covenants. Detailed
Fx. Picture series about
knowledge of Abraham, Moses among others.
Abraham and others.

1.04
Series
Know the Bible

Conquest and Failure
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 222

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: 36 pages,
36 colour illustrations.
Example pages (left) p.25
Map of the division.
P.33 Book of Esther.
PowerPoint: 86 slides

Contents: Insight in the Historical books of the Bible: The
challenge it was for the Jewish people to overcome the
transition from being a dessert people to become a city
people. – It also deals with the era of the kings, the division of the kingdom, the exile and the return.
Outcome: You will gain knowledge about Old Israel’s
Fx. Illustrations from
history, their fatal mistakes, their great war heroes, their
Good News Media: Elisha
unfaithfulness to God, national consequences of sin and
and the servant in Dothan.
God’s faithfulness to his people.
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1.05
Series
Know the Bible

Worship and Poetry
Author & year
K. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 223

Languages available
English,
Textbook:.40 pages 40
illustrations.
Example: (left) p7 and
(right) p27.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: Insight in the poetical books starting with Job
and ending with Lamentations. The thrust however will
be on the works of David and Solomon. – Some of these
writings are also known as wisdom literature.
Outcome: You will gain knowledge about God’s faithfulness through suffering, and learn things about good living.

1.06
Series
Know the Bible

Work Sheet for small
groups:
Available on request..
..

Prophets and Visions
Author & year
K. Stochholm 2006

Library
Code: 222

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 40 pages, 40
illustrations.
Examples: p.10 The
prophets according to their
time of living. P.28:
Where the prophets spoke
.
PowerPoint: slides

Contents: An introduction to God’s special spokesmen in
Old Testament. Definition of what a prophet was, descrip- Available on request..
tion of events, messages and locations, plus a walk
through all the prophetic books. – You will learn about
general themes: ‘The exile and the coming of Messiah.
Outcome: Understanding of the ministry of OT prophets.
Due to the chronological order you will get a new overview of how the messages related to the current political
situation, but also an understanding of how prophecies
reach far into the future, and even sometimes is fulfilled
more than once. – Some are still waiting to be fulfilled.
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1.07
Series
Know the Bible

Jesus, son of God
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 225

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: 36 pages. 68
colour illustrations.
Example pages (left) p.13:
a typical text-page. P.19: a
work assignment page.
PowerPoint: slides

Contents: This is a very detailed introduction to the Gospel of Mathew + overview and work assignments to the 3
other gospels. In addition to that it deals with 'the synoptic
problem' and other general issues about the gospels.
Many illustrations from the Look, Listen & Live series.
Outcome: You will learn why we have 4 gospels, how
Available on request..
they relate to different target groups, a model for how to
work through a text and the chance to try it out.

1.08
Series
Know the Bible

Apostles in Action
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2006

Library
Code: 226

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: 32 pages, 39
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p.8:
How the Gospel spread
into the world. P.23:
Paul’s mission to Greece.
PowerPoint: 34 slides

What is unclean?
Contents: An opportunity to work with the Book of Acts
on different levels: A very easy (reading the picturesections, A all through-level, and an Advanced level (only
assignments and understanding maps.
Outcome: You will learn the story of the early church,
come to know why it was difficult for the Jews to accept
that the gospel also was for the gentiles, learn about how Fx. This illustration of
new questions were answered (what happens to the dead?) Peters vision in Joppe..
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1.09
Series
Know the Bible

Letters to the Church
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2006

Library
Code: 227

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook:36 pages, 21
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p.8.
Illustrations from Romans.
P.25: The Thessalonians
asked questions about the
dead.
PowerPoint: 8 slides
AD
1

Contents: Insight in the situation of the early church
where the Jewish scrolls and these letter were the only
written scripture. Multiple questions are clarified, and the
church is disciplined according to specific events.
Outcome: You will be able to understand the different
situations of the early church in various locations, and se
how the apostles help them to grow.

1.10
Series
Know the Bible

2

50

60

70

1 Thessalonians
2 Thessalonians
Galatians
1 Corinthians
2 Chorinthians
Romans
Ephesians
Philippians
3
Colossians
Philemon
1 Timothy
4
Titus
2 Timothy
5
Hebrews
James
6
1,2 Peter

80

90

100

Most likely this is the
order the letters were
written.
The Gospels by
Matthew, Mark and
Luke were written
around 65 and the
Gospel of John was
written around 90.

Jude

1,2,3 John

Fx. Grafphic view on
when the letters were written.

The Vision of John
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 228

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: 36 pages 20
illustrations.
Example pages (left): The
seven churches / and the
man with the seven stars
between the seven lamp
stands..

Contents: Basic introduction to the Book of Revelation.
You will find an outline, some practical facts, important
maps and useful tables.
Outcome: You experience how this difficult book has a
very clear heading: Jesus will come back, and those who
believe will be with him forever. – You will also see how
the book is outlining many overlapping events,
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PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Series 2: Ministry Insight
2.01

Theology 1: Experience God in a triune way

Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English, Danish
Textbook: 52 pages, 50
illustrations.
Example pages (left) p6,
(right) p7.
PowerPoint: 70 slides

Contents: Introduction to Theology, and exploring the
triune God from a different perspective than mere theological theory: It deals with ways we experience God: as
the Creator, as the Saviour and as the Power.
Outcome: You will learn how to choose a more practical
way into deep theological issues.

2.02

Available on request..

Theology 2: Man’s Problem / God’s Solution

Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 44 pages 28
illustrations.
Example pages (left): Fellowship with God. (right):
Laying on fo hands.
PowerPoint: slides

Contents: Insight in a whole range of theological themes:
sin, atonement, salvation, justification, sanctification,
death, resurrection, etc. also referring to doctrinal themes
covered in other books such as book 2,1 -2,3-2,,9 etc.
Outcome: You become familiar with the themes and what
the Bible teaches about them: Biblical Doctrine.
Available on request..
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2.03

Eschatology (Road-map to Eternity)

Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry Jensen & Stochholm

Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 30 pages 22
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p.3.
(right) p.13.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: Example-based insight in what the Bible tells
us about rapture, tribulation, Anti-Christ, millennium, Battle at Armageddon, final judgment, etc. Also the relation
between Jews, Christian Jews and the church.
Outcome: You get some important questions to consider
and compare with the statements of the Bible.

2.04

Spiritual Gifts – and fruit of the Spirit

Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 33 pages, 34
illustrations.
Example pages (left):p.10,
right p.12.
.
PowerPoint: slides

Contents: Insight: A closer study of spiritual gifts seen as
gifts of grace, as well supernatural gifts as natural gifts
that have been transformed by the Holy Spirit.
Outcome: You will biblical background for the gifts, their
function and how they should be employed for the benefit
of the Christian fellowship.
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2.05

What NT teaches about the Church

Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 260

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 40 pages, 40
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p.3
(right) p 15.
PowerPoint: 38 slides

Contents: Insight in the word Church and the life of the
early church, especially confession, doctrine and structure.
Discussion of nowadays churches regarding same issues.
Outcome: You will come to know what the Bible teaches
about the church, and how to separate this form ‘addiAvailable on request..
tional doctrines and structures’ that we also use.

2.06
Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

Church Practises
Library

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages 20
illustrations.
Example pages (left):
wedding,(right) funeral .
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: Bible study around all the central church practises, - Suggested procedures, More based on the Bible
and less based on tradition.
Outcome: You will learn to differentiate between Bibleguidelines and man-made traditions. You will have a
guide for how to conduct in a simplified fashion.
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2.07

Apostles, Prophets & other vital Ministries

Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 270

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages, 26
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p20,
(right): p.40.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents God gave gifts to the church in order to build it
up and equip everybody for the work of Christ. This is a
presentation of the 5-fold ministry in general plus ways
these gifts can be employed in the local church leadership.
Outcome: You will become aware how each of the gifts
should function. Not titles, not positions but service.

2.08
Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

The Church in History
Library
Code: 270

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 48 pages, 54
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p20,
(right): p.40.
PowerPoint:

Contents Church History is the historical documentation
concerning an ongoing eternal process in the Kingdom of
God. It serves as inspiration and warning.
Church history is still happening: It is a process you and I
are a part of, and in.
Available on request..
Outcome: You will come to know the 7 most exiting passages of church history
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2.09
Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry P. Stochholm 2005

True and False Doctrine
Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 32 pages, 16
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p.5:
The area of South Africa
where AIC’s are dominant. P.7: some traditional
practises.

Contents: This book makes you able to differentiate

PowerPoint:
Available on request..

between sound and false doctrine. It teaches you to test if
practises and statements line up with the guidelines and
principles given in the Bible.
Outcome: Awareness about popular deviations, understanding of Sound Doctrine and insight in methods used
by AIC’s to resist crusades / control their members.

2.10
Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry

Spiritual Warfare / deliverance
Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 40 pages 25
illustrations.
Example pages (left):p.7,
right p.15.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: This booklet will give you a basic insight in
how to know if a doctrine is true or misleading. The standards you need to work from are the guidelines and principles given in the Bible. – Keep in mind that we are talking about Christianity and not about Judaism. Also keep in
mind that different cultural context may change how
things are done, but never the basic principles they rest on
Outcome: You will become better to discern what kind of
intervention is needed.
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2.11
Series
Author & year
Theology/Ministry John Thomsen 2005

Missiology
Library
269

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages 40
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p
23, (right) p 25.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: All the principles of cross-cultural missions.
Starting at ascension day and including mission history
and description of hidden people groups.
Outcome: You will learn how to evaluate how impacted a
certain people group is by the Gospel, and you will be set
on fire to go and share the good news.
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Series 3: Working with People
3.01
Series
Work with People

Is your Church Relevant?
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 32 pages, 24
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p7,
right p.12.
PowerPoint: slides

Contents: This booklet will ask some essential questions:
Is your church relevant? Is it relevant to God? Is it relevant to your self? – But especially: Is it relevant to the
people outside the church?
How can the church impact the community around it?
Can it be relevant if it doesn’t do this?
Outcome: Ability to analyze and change approach, especially towards the interaction with the local community.

3.02
Series
Work with People

AIDS. Poverty, Crime,
Lobola, …
Available on request..

Vision, Mission & Leader Team
Author & year
G. Kapindula 2007

Library
Code: 250

This book is not ready yet.
It is expected by

February 2011

Languages available
English,
Textbook: pages illustrations. Example pages
(left): .
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: Background
Outcome: Personal.
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3.03

Gift based Church Leadership

Series
Work with People

Author & year
Peter Stochholm

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages, 58
illustrations. Example
pages (left):Spiritual and
secular leadership.
(right): Multiplication.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: A study of leadership requirement and models
aiming at understanding Biblical principles and fulfilling
the goal: Disciple-making and multiplication.
Outcome: Insight in Biblical leadership principles and
ability to set up, and be part of a gift-based church leadership team.

3.04

Group Dynamics & Biblical Leaders (Mentoring)

Series
Work with People

Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 32 pages, 20
illustration illustrations.
Example pages (left):
p.6, right p.23.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: This booklet will give you some insight in
what is required of a leader and what happens between the
members of a group. This is most valuable when working
in the Kingdom of God. The Bible offers plenty of examples.
The main trust of the book is how to grow leaders: i.e.
‘mentoring’ or ‘coaching’.
Outcome: Ability to be a mentor and to utilise a mentor.
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3.05
Series
Work with People

Interpretation Principles
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 50 pages, 35
illustrations.
Example pages (left):
p.3, right p.36.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: This booklet will give you a basic insight the
art of hermeneutics. But the introduction to the subject is
very simple: Observation, interpretation, application.
You will find good principles for interpretation, a description of the biblical genres, plus introduction of some useful tools for the process.
Outcome: Ability to use interpretation tool and to apply
the basic method of observation, exegesis & application.

3.06
Series
Work with People

How to prepare preaching
Author & year
E. Rasmussen 1995

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 40 pages, 11
illustrations.
Example pages (left):
p.5, right p. 13.
PowerPoint: slides
Available on request..

Contents: The parameters to look for when preparing a
sermon. Different sermon layouts, different delivery
styles. Emphasis on the ministry of a preacher of the
word.
Outcome: You will learn how to prepare, what to look
out for, and to bring your congregation forward through
the sharing of the word..
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3.07
Series
Work with People

Teaching Children
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 269

Contents: A great handbook as well for pastors as for
youth- and Sunday School workers. It first deals with the
role of children in Gods Kingdom. A challenge for the
Church!!! - Further: How can we handle this responsibility? How to prepare when you are going to teach children.
etc.
Outcome: Personal motivation for working with children,
basic insight in how / what children understand at different age levels, and practical ability to prepare lessons.

3.08
Series
Work with People

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 44 pages, 19
illustrations. Example
pages (left): p.7: frequent
heard objections to ministry. P.13: Jesus also
ministered with- and to
children.
PowerPoint: 30 slides

Fx. This illustration of
basic needs that must be
satisfied before other
needs are attended to.

Counselling
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2009

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 39 pages, 44
illustrations and models..
Example pages: left p.8,
right p.19.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: Christian counselling. is a disputed area, as
some hold that secular counselling and psychology is incompatible with a Christian approach. The author of this
book disagrees strongly with that position, and wants to
give you tool based on as well biblical as psychological
insights
Outcome: This booklet will give you a basic insight in
Christian counselling as well as therapy in general.
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3.09
Series
Work with People

Manual for Short-Term Mission
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 150

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 40 pages 40
illustrations.
Example pages (left):
p12, (right) p18.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: Introduction to psychology, - not as an science,
but as background knowledge about how people respond.
Outcome: You will know the origin of psychology, know
some of the most important schools, and get rid of some
common misconceptions.

3.10
Series
Work with People

Setting up Study Groups & Bible Classes
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 150

Languages available
English,
Textbook: pages illustrations. Example pages
(left): p9 (right) p25.
PowerPoint:
Teaching outlines 30
slides
Available on request..

Contents: Section 1: Introduction to the art of teaching.
Walks through motivation, planning and methods to handle records on students.
Section 2: Teaching notes on a selection of the TeamAfrica books, to practically apply the theory.
Outcome: Ability to plan, prepare and carry out teaching.
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3.11
Series
Work with People

Emotion & Mind Pastoral Psychology
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 150

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 40 pages 40
illustrations.
Example pages (left):
p12, (right) p18.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: Introduction to psychology, - not as an science,
but as background knowledge about how people respond.
Outcome: You will know the origin of psychology, know
some of the most important schools, and get rid of some
common misconceptions.
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Series 4: Personal Tool-Box
4.01
Series
Personal Tool Box

Owning the new life in Christ
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 36 pages 33
pictures and models..
‘If you don’t use it,
you will loose it!’
Examples pages: (left) p
4, (right) p24.

Contents: A guide to the basic steps of the new life: Giving your life to Christ, getting Water Baptised and starting
the walk, which includes knowing how to lead others to
Christ.
Outcome: Good habits, such as: A quiet time every day,
PowerPoint:
A plan for your prayer items and how to progress in Bible Teaching outlines
reading, A habit of attending the fellowship in the local
30 slides..
church etc. Personal and corporate evangelism.

4.02
Series
Personal Tool Box

The process of Growth in my life
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 32 pages, 35
illustrations and models..
Example pages: left p.8,
right p.16.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: In this booklet you will learn about the steps of
growth in the Christian life. What about discovering more
of God’s word? What about stewardship of time and
money? How can you make disciples? And what about
your own family?
Outcome: You will not find a simple ‘law’ for which
steps to take in which order, but rather a challenge to take
all the steps when the opportunity is there. And sometimes you must decide that the opportunity is NOW...
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4.3
Series
Personal Tool Box

Personal Evangelism & useful Tools
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2009

Library
269

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages 40
illustrations.
Example pages (left): p
23, (right) p 25.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: Teaches how to use 4 simple tools: The Jesus
Bracelet (OMTSJ), Gospel in a Teabag, Heart of Man
Charts, and The Bridge (several versions)
Outcome: You will know how to find an opportunity to
share the good news with somebody, and you will know
how.

4.4
Series
Personal Tool Box

Exploring your God given Gifting
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 36 pages plus
8 pages survey. 22 illustrations and models..
Example pages: left p.10,
right p.30.
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: Background knowledge about the spiritual
gifts. You will find a number of practical facts, important
definitions and you will have the opportunity to complete
a spiritual gift assessment.
Further you will find a presentation of 6 Biblical characters, that illustrates how God can use imperfect people.
Outcome: You will be helped to find your own starting
point, you will learn about wisdom, compassion and
power. You can get a result of the survey included.
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4.05
Series
Personal Tool Box

Basic Bible-study Technique
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 40 pages, 36
illustrations and models..
Example pages: Left
p.17, right p.19.
PowerPoint: 50 slides
Available on request..
..

Contents: Bible study is a skill that any servant of God
should be familiar with. Learn how to make observations
and learn how to utilise the context.
Outcome: You will learn basic bible study skills. This
will enable you to read a random text in the Bible and
know how to download the message from God..

4.06
Series
Personal Tool Box

Computer: Basic Skills & MS-Word
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 32 pages, 52
illustrations and models..
Example pages Left p.5,
right p.29.
PowerPoint: 50 slides
Available on request..

Contents: This book falls in two parts:
- Part 1: an introduction to basic use of the computer.
Understand the parts, and try small typing-games.
- Part 2: a more detailed introduction to MS-Word.
If you are familiar with computer work, you can skip part
1 and continue to part 2.
A word-list for all the computer-expressions is found in
the appendix
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4.07
Series
Personal Tool Box

Computer: Handling Money, e-mail + Web
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages,
56 illustrations and
models.
Example pages: Left
p.8, right p.25.
.
PowerPoint: 50 slides

Contents: Part 1 of this book will teach you how to use
spreadsheets (e.g. using the computer to handle money).
You must be accountable..
Part 2 will teach you the basics about using the internet.
We will look at email, search machines, e-learning and
GoogleEarth.

4.08
Series
Personal Tool Box

Computer: PowerPoint & Publishing
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2007

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English,
Textbook: 36 pages,
70 illustrations and
models..
Example pages: Left
p.7, right p.31.
PowerPoint: 50 slides
Available on request..

Contents: This book is more aiming specifically at those
who are teaching and publishing.
Part 1 of this book is dedicated to take you through the
steps of creating a PowerPoint presentation.
Part 2 of this book teaches you how to find your way in
publisher and how to make a few simple publications.
Part 3 of this book therefore introduces the most common
techniques in ‘PaintShop Pro’
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4.09
Series
Personal Tool Box

Maintaining Church Property
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 32 pages, 17
colour models.. Example
pages left p.5, right p.16.
PowerPoint: 50 slides
Available on request..
..

Contents: A much neglected discipline is maintaining
God’s property. You even need to steward you own property well, as it was entrusted to you by God.
Outcome: You will learn to evaluate needs, to make
proper calculations and to carry out some very common
maintenance jobs; painting, brick laying, plumbing, etc.

4.10
Series
Personal Tool Box

Ethics in life and in Ministry
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2004

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Zulu, Danish
Textbook: 32 pages, 17
colour models..
Example pages left: p.3,
right p.30 .
PowerPoint:
Available on request..

Contents: In this booklet we will discus themes relating
to personal integrity. Christianity should lead to character
building.
Outcome: You will not find a set of rules, but principles
you can use to determine what in a certain situation might
be ‘right behaviour’.
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Series 5: Health and Community Development
5.01
Series
Community /Health

Why did Thami die so early? (AIDS)
Author & year
P. Stochholm 1994

Library
Code: 250

Languages available
English, Swahili,
Shell-book: 16 pages.
Very easy to read. Picture on each page.

Contents: A story about AIDS. The widow wonders why her husband died. She ask
questions about birth, needles, traditional practises, sexual relationships, etc.
She gets tested herself, and learns how to live with HIV
Outcome: Knowledge about ways AIDS can spread and things you don’t need to fear
/ avoid.

5.02
Series
Community /Health

How to make Clean Water
Author & year
K. Stochholm 1995

Library
Code:

5.03
Series
Community /Health

Languages available
English, Swahili, Sabaot
Shell-book: 16 pages..

Water-born diseases
Author & year
G. Kipsisey 1994

Library
Code:

5.04
Series
Community /Health

Two Girs
Author & year
K. Stochholm 1995

Work Sheets
Series
Work Sheets

Author & year
Library
Schwartz / Stochholm Code: 230
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Languages available
English, Swahili, Sabaot
Shell-book: 16 pages..
Languages available
English,

Find your starting point
Author & year
C. Schwartz 2000

Work Sheets
Series
Work Sheets

Library
Code:

Discover your Gifting

Work Sheets
Series
Work Sheets

Languages available
English, Swahili, Sabaot
Shell-book: 16 pages..

Library
Code: 230

Languages available
English,

Ezra, Nehemiah & Esther
Author & year
P. Stochholm 2005

Library
Code: 225

Languages available
English,

Step 3: Select material for subjects
that need further teaching
Now look at the items you ticked during step 1 (the table with the colours ‘Fully Taught/learned’ – ‘Needs deepening’ – and ‘Not taught directly’ ) The red indications are the subjects you need to teach. Yellow
indications are the subjects you should consider to include.
Check the code for the teaching books (left column), look up the books
and see how they fit together.
It is always a good idea to be sure that general scripture basics (Knowing
the Bible) are covered before teaching theology or leadership.
If you find out that you need 8 books from the same series, it might make
sense to include the remaining two to make the series complete.

Step 4: Make the plan
for how to offer this teaching.
You don’t need to start with book no. 1. If you are teaching young people
or new Christians it might be appropriate to start with book 4.01 ‘Owning the new life in Christ’ because this book takes the students through
some important personal steps.
How often are you going to teach?
Is it full time for some weeks? Or once a week for some month? Or one
weekend a month for a year?

A few examples based on the Bible series:
Some might want to teach on the background knowledge only. They
would select Book 1 (The World of the Bible) and teach the 15 lessons
three at the time. Time wise that would be 5 sessions. As a full time
study that could be accomplished in a week. Alternatively it could be
once a week for 5 weeks or once a month for 5 months.
Some might want to add another 5 sessions to work through Book 2 (All
the Books of the Bible). – Other might want to work through the books
of Old Testament, using Book 3-6 as lessons (20 sessions) and just use
book 1 and 2 as handbooks alongside with the textbooks.
Again others would combine the material with further study aids such as
film, seminars etc. – So you can see, there is no limit to the flexibility.
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When the teaching is over. / Accreditation
We strongly recommend that your first reason to study the Bible is love
to God, His church and the world He gave his Son for, - and not the desire to acquire personal position or make a career.
Providing accreditation has not been the motivation behind this series.
However it is structured in a way
that meet some criteria of OBE
(Outcome Based Education) and
certain units in South African
accreditation requirements.
All students can get a certificate of
attendance and a transcript specifying the training details of any short
modules completed. This can be
used formally in South Africa for
RPL (recognition of prior learning).
Accreditation for a complete programme can be accredited in two ways:
Through our overseas partner College, or
As part of the Discipleship Programme at:
Hebron Theological College, Benoni, South Africa.
In the last case, it will also give you the chance to continue your studies
as distant learning to any level that might be relevant for your ministry.

Conclusion
To be equipped as a Christian worker, and to teach others (to make disciples) is right in the heart of the Great Commission.
The process of discipling never ends. – Not until the whole world is
reached for Christ.
Remember, that discipling is more than class-room lessons. It is relationship and being a role model.
If you need any further assistance we are happy to stay in touch with
you, and if appropriate, to come to your area and do some of the teaching
together with you.
Feel free to contact TeamAfrica Apostolic Ministry at
amt@teamafrica.net
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Other recommended Materials
Useful Hand-Books and Study Bibles
God but difficult books:
Strong’s Concordance
Matthew Henry’s Bible
commentary,
Nelsons Illustrated Bible
Encyclopaedia

Wit African flavour:
Africa Bible Commentary. This book
also have articles on
poverty, Aids,
Ancestor worship
etc.

Easy to use: The Lion
Handbook to the Bible
The Lion Encyclopaedia of the Bible
What do they Believe?
Holman’s Quick Source
Bible Dictionary
Bible Atlas
Understanding The
Bible
Holman’s illustrated
Study Bible
The Rainbow Study Bible (NIV) Very helpful! It uses 12 different colours to categorise all texts in the Bible. Also concordance and maps.

Audio & Visuals
Good News Media:
8 flipcharts and
sound files to the
whole Bible (right)
New MP3-player.
Zulu Audio Bible (left) from COM:
Christian Outreach Media

Useful Videos
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Jesus (the classic Jesus-film in 6 South
African languages. Based on Luke)
Jesus (children’s version of same: Far
shorter, but sill useful for adults)
Jesus of Nazareth (English) based on
Gospel of John
Esther (English) Very good
and Bible-true.
Allows you to think this Bible message through and discover many new things.
ACTS (Visual Bible) Wordby-word the text of NIV-Acts
The Bible: a classic movie
The Ten Commandments: a
classic movie.
Joseph: Visual Bible

Indescribable:
A fantastic presentation of God’s greatness reflected in the
vastness and beauty
of the universe.

Great web-sites (just a few among many)
Bible Gateway:
Natural Church Development:
King-Watch:
Good news Media:
TeamAfrica:

www.biblegateway.org
www.ncd-international.org
www.kingwatch.co.nz
www.gnm.org.za
www.teamafrica.net

Computer Bible Programmes
eSword:
Free computer Bible. Simple to
operate.
Online Bible: Free programme. Add on bibles,
i.e. Zulu version
iLumina:
Two Bibles, full encyclopaedia
and animations
Bible Works Professional tool. Many parallel bible versions
Logos
Professional tool. Many great hand-books included

Other Teaching Book Series
Satellite Bible College international: 40 study booklets, several languages available.
Derek Prince’s teaching series. Many books available. The simplest:
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Also a whole series of foundational videos available.
Christian Schwartz 3-color series + Natural Church Development
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